Newsletter
From the Desk of the President
2017 has been a tremendous year for SAFECHR.
Truly the growth from 10 volunteers to 56 has been
an incredible journey since 2014. Thanks to the
passion and dedication of our volunteer team,
SAFECHR has streamlined and made possible
programs that for the first time will provide
international accreditation as we develop standards
for training content and delivery, certification for
advocates, clinicians, attorneys and safe houses in an
easy to access culturally sensitive and knowledgeable
global delivery system.
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Recently, SAFECHR has begun a radio show
“SAFE Time Radio: A Program of SAFE Coalition
for Human Rights” during which Honorable Zoe was
interviewed by our very talented intern, Camille
Aubrey Mica, and Judge Bullock was interviewed by
Jonathan Chambers.

New Board Members
The SAFECHR board is delighted to have voted
in two survivors; Honorable Zoe Bakoko Bakoru,
former Ugandan Minister of Gender, Labor, and
Social Development who is in self imposed exile in
the United States. We also are proud to have been
endorsed and included on our board, Judge Mary
Elizabeth Bullock a CSEC survivor trafficked from
the tender age of 4 who rose the ranks of the federal
government to become the only CSEC Survivor
EEOC Federal Judge. Their knowledge, guidance,
and experiential expertise as well as professional are
impossible to quantify at any level.
To contact the board, please email
SAFEBoard@safechr.org

Honorable Zoe Bakoko Bakoru

Judge Mary Elizabeth Bullock

New Partnerships
SAFECHR has collaborations and partnerships
that are new and I would particularly like to
acknowledge the following NEW partnerships:
1. Poor Handmaids of Jesus Christ: Sister Mary
Ellen Geller who has come to us directly from
HEAVEN and her Sisters of the Poor Handmaids,
Sisters Michele and Sister Margaret. They have
graciously donated us an office, boardroom, and
conference room in Hammond, Indiana at 3701, 179th
Street, Hammond, Indiana. We hope to conduct our
trainings and volunteer retreats at this location. They
have also provided us with a house to accommodate
our volunteers coming into town starting January
2018.
2. United States Security, LLC: Director Ed Peralta
and Finance Manager, Mark Price. The US Security
has US Veterans with Special Ops experience and an
impressive track record. Director Ed Peralta and the
US Security will have exclusive rights to providing
security for our SAFE Village in Indiana.

3. SW Florida Regional Human Trafficking
Coalition: Headed by the imitable Lynn Brewer, CEO
of Platinum PEO Resources, the SWFL-RHTC has
partnered with SAFECHR to support the building of
the SAFE Village in Florida and collaborate in the
training program. Lynn has crafted our nondisclosure agreement for which we would have paid
100s of dollars if not more, had we had to hire an
attorney.
4. Comfort Inn and Suites: Partnership to host our
retreats and events in Chicagoland area.
If you or another organization wishes to partner,
contact admin@safechr.org

New Website and Apps

hilarious discussions. Survivors provided insights
and direction to our discussions. The beauty of our
team lies in that everyone is a seasoned professional
in their own right bringing vast experience and a
knowledge base with the passion to do good and the
knowledge to make it happen.

By the end of the three days we all emerged with
a
clear
plan of action: a strategic plan (thanks to Staci
We at SAFECHR are indescribably excited at
Smith, Dr. David Kenneth Waldman and Sisto
having a very special volunteer. While all
volAndama), a Development team, Research and Social
unteers are special and highly evolved and
involved, “Jas,” as he is affectionately called, has made Media Team, SAFE 2018 Conference Team, the
Inter-ACT training of trainers program with basic
some very special dreams come true! His team has
training, clinical modules, legal modules, and schooldeveloped a findasafehouse.com app so that we can
based modular trainings. More information about
simplify the placement of new survivors. Please read
more about it in that section of the newsletter. He has the Inter-ACT Training can be obtained by
also volunteered his team to create a new website for contacting Colin.Lawrence@safechr.org.
Special thanks to our admin support staff, Ashley
us. Another gift from HEAVEN.
Frederick and Kristie Berrill who kept us on track
and provided input into our decisions. Camille Mica,
SAFECHR’s First Ever Leadership Catalyst
who joined as our intern, experienced first-hand imRetreat
mersion into our work and rose to the task beautifully. Jonathan Chambers created the overall SAFESAFE Coalition for Human Rights has a large
volunteer force from all over the globe and within the CHR PowerPoint presentation and Mr. Langley our
United States. Many had never met one another but historian took videos and pictures for posterity and
spoken over conference calls and text messages. Our records. If any credits are missing, it’s because there
are too many credits to list to your name!
volunteers in Florida, especially our very vocal
Rehab Specialist, Brad Buckovich, kept hearing
about those in Indiana and Illinois and wanted to
Volunteers
meet everyone. At first, we toyed with the idea of
collaborating at the
hosting in Florida, but there is nothing quite like the
2017 SAFECHR
Leadership Catalyst
home turf.
Retreat
In August 2017, SAFECHR held our first retreat
in Schaumburg, Illinois at the Comfort Inn and
Suites with planning and execution by Jonathan
Chambers and Dr. Sandra Demos-Kelley. The Three
-day intensive had as its goals to develop a strategic
plan and layout the goals for the next five years,
create cohesive teams for development, fundraising,
marketing, begin to create the Training of Trainers
(TOT) Program teams, develop the SAFE 2018
Conference Agenda, and, create the finance/
marketing/budget/engineering/clinical Teams for
the SAFE Villages. It was intense, 8-10 hours days
with breakouts, presentations and outspoken at times

SAFE 2018: Third Global Conference on
Human Trafficking. Innovative Response to
Migration, Conflict and War.
SAFE 2018 will be hosted during the Labor Day
Weekend of 2018 at the Palmer House, Chicago,
Illinois, USA. We have 170 proposals that have been
submitted and we are still open until April 30th, 2018
for submission of proposals. Contact
Safe2018@safechr.org for questions if they are not
answered on the FAQs.
SAFE 2018 is a global conference on human
trafficking and we are addressing the unique
challenges in this day and age. We welcome interest
in presenting on innovative models of training, rescue
operations, therapeutic models, prosecutor strategies
to combat human trafficking at SAFE 2018. We do
need to request you to submit a proposal as it will go
into the final program with your wording and
objectives and we would like to keep the integrity of
your submission.

Global Task Force Against
Human Trafficking
In 2016, during the SAFE 2016 Conference,
SAFECHR developed a Global Task Force Against
Human Trafficking led by Survivors and The
Truckers’ Missing Child Project founder, Dugal
Trimble who is also Chair. The goal is to provide
joint financial and professional support and
collaboration. To join the 25 countries currently on
the task force, contact Dugal@safechr.org

Next Steps
In January 2018, SAFECHR will be rolling out the
new Inter-ACT Train the Trainer Program. In
February 2018, we will be providing trainings via
webinars and in person trainings. In March-May
2018, we will be hosting fundraisers in Hobart,
Indianapolis and a 5K Run in NWI in April.
Interested agencies are invited to partner. To learn
more, Contact Camille@safechr.org or
Ashley@safechr.org

Future Trends
SAFECHR continues to expand and grow
exponentially. All personnel who wish to work at the
SAFE Villages including security, maintenance,
clinical and administrative staff will be required to
complete a multilevel background check, Inter-ACT
The information about the conference is as follows:
Basic and Advanced (where needed) trainings, and be
https://confengine.com/safe-2018
willing to be very closely monitored and supervised.
And, to submit a proposal, please click on the link
Survivors will be also required to take these training
below: https://confengine.com/safe-2018/proposals
as Survivor Peer Supports/Mentors for the new
And, the registration link is: http://bit.ly/SAFE2018
survivors. We expect our first village to be built in
We have a special price for the early bird
Indiana or near Pittsburgh, in 2018. We are also
registration through June 30th, which includes
continuing to partner with organizations to enhance
luncheon plus a very rare opportunity to listen to key- their capacities and our own as we build our global
note speaker, Dr. Vincent Felitti (ACEs co-developer) coalition.
at no additional charge. Dr. Felitti and Judge Mary
Elizabeth Bullock, a CSEC survivor and former
Thank you for all you do!
EEOC Federal Judge will also be conducting a joint
workshop. High level Representatives from 25-50
Warm regards,
nations will listen to your presentations if accepted.
Exhibitors’ cost is also available on the same
registration link. A Team member will follow up with Kalyani Gopal, PhD, HSPP
Forensic and Clinical Neuropsychology
exhibitors after registration. Registration questions?
National Register of Health Service Providers in Psychology
Contact Ashley@safechr.org

Find a Safehouse
By Jaswant Pujari

What is it?

the individuals. The information will be viewable by
authorized placement personnel only.
The volunteer technicians who have developed
this app previously developed tech for the U.S. Army.
Our developers ensure multilevel security.

Find a Safehouse is a mobile Donations
app and online portal website
The system also allows anyone to make a tax
that serves as a global directory deductible donation to support the project using credit
of residential treatment centers card payment.
for victims of human trafficking
that need protection and
rehabilitation.
Register

Background

To register your agency, download the app “Find
a Safehouse” on your mobile device. Once you are
registered and verified, please be sure to update your
bed availability whenever there are changes. Having
an up-to-date database is essential for timely
placement. Please share with your colleagues and
other agencies. Send us feedback about your
experience so that we can continue to improve and
enhance this technology.
The links for the mobile app on the iTunes and
Google Play stores are as follows:
iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/find-a-safehouse/
id1270401825?mt=8
Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.therasoftonline.findasafehouse&hl=en

What started as a simple conversation resulted in
the creation of a system that will help save the lives of
thousands of innocent young kids that end up as
victims of human trafficking. It is a collaboration
between SAFECHR and Therasoft.
We created this app because of the horrible
experience of waiting while not knowing where to
send our youth and adults who have survived human
trafficking. In response to frequent phone calls for
placement and the struggles finding safe havens,
SAFE Coalition for Human Rights in collaboration
with Therasoft has launched a system to assist the
FBI, Police, HIS, and anti-trafficking agencies in
placing survivors of human trafficking quickly and at
highest levels of cyber security. Instead of placing
them in locked facilities like Juvenile detention
centers, we will all be much more proactive. The days
Therasoft
of “holding” and making multiple phone calls are
A technology provider based in Sunnyvale, CA dedifinally no longer necessary.
cated to serve the mental health community.
(www.therasoft.com)

Global Database

With a centralized database of residential
programs, it will be possible to quickly identify an
agency that matches the needs of the individual
survivor. The system consists of a website and mobile
apps compatible with iOS and Android devices.

How It Works
An agency can register on the app to be listed. The
profile data is then verified before it is visible to the
public. To protect the identity of the residential center
and the children or adults hosted there, the system
will display a unique ID and additional information
related to availability of beds, the demographics of
children hosted, as well as services provided to help

Jaswant Pujari,
FindaSafeHouse.com developer

To ensure the safety and security of each client, the
Veterans Transition Program will bring in highly
By Jonathan Chambers
trained, skilled, and trauma-informed Veterans to
offer 24/7 security. These security personnel will
work to protect victims from traffickers. They will
The SAFE Village program of SAFECHR is the
offer escort to and from appointments and court
next step to offering the best support and wraparound services to victims of human trafficking. The hearings. Veterans will serve a vital role in ensuring
our SAFE Villages stay safe and secure for healing.
concept and design are specifically centered around
Another essential element to continued growth
the needs of victims. SAFE Villages are envisioned as
and
healing will be pairing victims with mentors who
an oasis, a safe space for healing from the intense,
are survivors. Offering an example of empowerment
acute trauma associated with human trafficking.
SAFE Villages offer long-term, holistic services to will help victims to move forward in the healing
support victims in their own recovery and process of process. In this mentorship program, the empathy
becoming successful thrivers in society. The programs and support provided by other survivors – who truly
understand the experience of severe trauma and the
offered within these SAFE Villages focus on mental
process of recovery – can help solidify a successful
health care, education, job training, and housing
support. Medical and legal services will be provided. outcome.
Can you imagine it? A place of solidarity, a place
We will offer trauma-informed yoga, meditation and
of safety, a place of hope in every state. Can you
mindfulness opportunities, cutting edge trauma
imagine the possibilities? Together we can change the
treatment and psychotherapy, expressive arts and
climate of human trafficking. Together we can create
equine therapy, and so much more. Our staff takes
into consideration that trauma affects each individual a world without violation of human rights. Together
we can bring peace.
differently; therefore, personalization and multiple
options are essential to SAFE Villages programming.
To learn more about our SAFE Village initiative
and how you can get involved, contact Jonathan at
jonathan@safechr.org.

SAFE Village Program

“SAFE Villages are envisioned as an oasis, a safe space for healing from the intense,
acute trauma associated with human trafficking.”

SAFECHR & Youth Mental
Health First Aid
By Dr. Sandra Demos-Kelley

Why Youth Mental Health First Aid?
One out of five Americans has a mental illness,
and unfortunately, many are reluctant to seek help or
might not know where to turn for care. The
symptoms of mental illness may be difficult to detect,
and furthermore, the individual may not know where
or how to get proper treatment.

What is Youth Mental Health First Aid?
SAFECHR was awarded a generous grant
contribution from the Substance Abuse Mental
Health Services Administration (SAMHSA), allowing
our organization to conduct free 8-hour mental health
first aid/human trafficking training. The course
introduces participants to risk factors and warning
signs of mental health concerns, including signs of
human trafficking, and supplies participants with
local mental health resources, national organizations,
support groups, and online tools for mental health
and addiction and treatment support.

SAFECHR Youth Mental Health First Aid
Outreach
We are proud to announce that SAFECHR has
successfully implemented 22 Youth Mental Health
First Aid Trainings. Our variety of participants (450)
include: teachers, social workers, faith community
leaders, law enforcement, intervention specialists,
parents, sports coordinators, residential instructors,
child welfare specialists, case managers, crisis hot-line
supervisors, and nurses.
Presently we have 12 certified instructors on staff
who conduct trainings in Chicago and its
surroundings areas, as well as in Northwest Indiana.
As of October 2017, we have identified 2,000 youth at
risk and have connected them to appropriate
professional, peer, and community networks for
treatment and support.
Finally, our passion and
ultimate goal is to improve the
knowledge of mental health
literacy and assist those in need
locally and globally.

Warm Regards,
Dr. Sandra
YMHFA Resource Coordinator
drsandra@safechr.org

Some Questions & Answers for
Communities of Faith
By Pastor Charles

1. Why should faith communities
care about human trafficking?
Regardless of the details,
every faith community exists as more than a travel
agency for booking reservations to heaven. It exists as
a channel for God into the world – especially that part
of the world it inhabits. And these days nobody is impressed by flowery words. They want to know what
you are actually doing. Ministry to human trafficking victims sets our effort right in the center of the
heart of God: his concern for the most vulnerable.
2. Isn’t this a bit controversial?
Actually, no. Conservative and liberal persons can
and do unite in their concern for defending and
helping victims of these terrible crimes.
3. Why should we support SAFE?
Like every other budget, the budgets of faith
communities are stressed these days. But at the same
time, we all want to do good work that will have a
strong impact on important issues. The best way to do
this is to work in partnership. SAFE has the expertise,
the networks and the resources to make sizeable
impacts. Each faith community does not need to
reinvent the wheel, start from scratch, or content itself
with just meaning well. SAFE’s work IS our work.
4. How can I get this going?
See if someone, or a group of people, wants to be
partner with SAFE to bring awareness and involvement to your community. You would receive regular
updates, plus a list of resources for introducing the
problem of human trafficking to your faith
community. Then set an event that suits your people
– a dinner, book study or scripture study, or whatever
works! Put human trafficking in your public prayers
and intentions. If your community publishes a
newsletter, put a paragraph in every issue.
The possibilities are expansive! For example,
Augustana Lutheran Church in Hobart, Indiana,
scheduled a Sunday afternoon event on November
12, 2017, right after the church service, to introduce
teachers to the trafficking problem. The teachers in
the church were urged to invite their colleagues, and
the response was fantastic. And – lunch was served!

SAFE Inter-ACT Training Program™
International Anti-Human Trafficking
Certification Training
In-person & online certification courses
using Training of Trainers (ToT) model
By Colin Lawrence

Basic Overview
Bringing people and industries together through
intersectional trainings and awareness campaigns to
protect our communities. SAFE Inter-ACT™ is
intended to provide a foundational understanding of
human trafficking as it has manifested in the United
States and around the globe. We approach this from a
consultative perspective, conducting outreach to
relevant communities, and updating trainings with
statistical data and verifiable information, integrated
with real stories of how different communities and
individuals have been targeted and affected by
trafficking. This certification training
utilizes a Training of Trainers
(ToT) model to empower
participants with knowledge and
tools to help protect themselves and
their communities.

What is Expected
The basic SAFE Inter-ACT™
component will be available for the
general public, either online or
through an in-person training. This module provides
a toolbox for identification of victims and education
of communities and agencies.
Colin Lawrence,
Training Lead

General Information on Components
Advanced components, currently under development, are designed around the needs and realities of
specific industries (e.g. clinical therapists and social
workers, medical personnel, law enforcement,
lawyers and legal professionals, teachers and school
administrators, and more). These components include
relevant theory, applications, and practices for working with victims and survivors of human trafficking.

Points of Contact
For more information, please contact Colin
Lawrence at colin.lawrence@safechr.org

More photos from the SAFECHR
Leadership Catalyst Retreat

PROGRAMS
SAFECHR™ Training Programs
SAFE FREE™: Brief training for professionals in identifying high-risk youth
& human trafficking victims
SAFE Inter-ACT™ International Anti-Human Trafficking Certification Training:
Training of Trainers (ToT) model
Basic Component: For individuals in the general public
Advanced Component (Context-specific): For legal, clinical, medical, and educational personnel

SAFE Village™
Victim—Survivor—Clinician therapeutic model
State-of-the-art trauma treatment
Brilliance Academy™ unique academic school program
SAFE SCHOOLS™ Resilience Building Program
Veterans Transition Program
Survivor Employment Program

Collaboration & Coordination
Regional Human Trafficking Task Force
Rescue to Rehabilitation Protocol

Grants & Fundraising
SAFECHR Development Team

SAFE Conferences
2014 (Chicago), 2016 (DC), 2018 (Chicago)

SAFE Coalition for Human Rights
9335 Calumet Ave. Ste. D
Munster, IN 46321
Phone: 1-833-SAFECHR (723-3247)
Hotline: 312-998-2339
Fax: 219-513-9825
www.safechr.org
admin@safechr.org

Your Involvement Matters
@safechr

@_SAFECHR

@safecoalitionforhumanrights

September 2-5, 2018
Palmer House Hilton
Chicago, Illinois, USA

WHO WILL BENEFIT?
•

Public Health, Medical,
Clinical, Trauma, Child
Welfare Professionals

•

Attorneys, Judges,
Prosecutors

•

Law Enforcement

•

Educators/Universities

•

Community Leaders

•

Policy Leaders

•

Media & Film makers

•

Nonprofit Agencies

•

Criminal Justice
Advocates

•

Clergy

•

Foster Care/Adoption
Agencies

•

DV Agencies

•

HT Coalitions

•

Governmental Agencies

•

Border Control/Protection

•

Refugee Organizations

@_SAFECHR
@safechr

3rd Annual Global Conference on Human
Trafficking: Innovative Response to Migration,
Conflict, & War
What you will gain:
Learn from experiential & field experts from other nations and continents
Gain valuable skills you can use immediately
Attend one of the last workshops by Dr. Vincent Filetti of ACEs fame (special
discount to SAFE 2018 attendees, all others $199)
• Receive 5 credit hours toward credentialed certification through the SAFE
Inter-ACT Training. Contact colin.lawrence@safechr.org to learn more!
Be invited by local and foreign governments to train and conduct research
• Find new technologies impacting human trafficking & apps
• Network with global HT experts, grantmakers, researchers, safe houses,
professionals and CEOs from sister organizations
• Over 40 symposia, intensive workshops, roundtable discussions & seminars
•
Special Roundtables on Africa-ME/GCC, SAFE Houses around the globe
• Numerous opportunities to network at Global Experts Networking, Get
Connected, & Happy Hour sessions
• Make brand new connections within our Global HT Task Force Think Tank,
Meet & Greet Lounge, Exhibits, and Business Card Exchange Center
• Leave SAFE 2018 with a lifetime of connections, new partnerships, and
collaboration opportunities, meet the movers and shakers in the field
• Acquire the tools and knowledge to grow your organizations, expand your
database, increase your productivity, enhance sustainability & influence
• Get your registration for free by earning credits towards your certification
from our accreditated (in process) organization
Questions? Email us! Safe2018@safechr.org ; 219-513-8508 (Ashley)
• REGISTER NOW! http://safe2018.eventbrite.com
•
•
•

conference really opened my eyes even more about
• “This
http://safe2018.eventbrite.com
this ongoing epidemic. I hope to see more of these in the
•
future.”
“The SAFE 2016 Conference was such an amazing experience for me as a
•
survivor/thriver as well as a clinical professional… I was approached by the
EARLY Bird Registration
ends: June 30, 2018
Albanian Government. The work of SAFECHR is timely, necessary, and relevant

“Love all my sister survivors!”

•

@safecoalitionforhumanrights

Sponsors:

not just here in the U.S. but across the world.” – Dr. Joel Filmore

“From Alaska. The Airport Training with AAI yesterday was great! I also sent funds to Gabrielle
from New Life for the successful rescue of several girls in Nepal. I'm going to be traveling to Nepal.
All because of the SAFE Conference!” Dr. Jeff Brodsky, “Barefoot Doctor”

“Fantastic, inspiring, & passionate speakers!”

REGISTER Now! Early Bird Discount
http://SAFE2018.eventbrite.com
Deadline for Proposals: https://confengine.com/safe-2018/proposal/new
Accommodations: https://aws.passkey.com/e/49511760
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(723-3247)

Dr. Gopal, SAFECHR volunteers, & attendees at a recent
dinner & human trafficking presentation in Indiana.

YOUR INVOLVEMENT MATTERS
If you suspect human trafficking, contact:
1-833-SAFECHR (723-3247)
SAFECHR Hotline: 312-998-2339
Crisis Center Hotline: 800-519-0469
help@safechr.org

Educate and Mobilize Your Community

Get Certified
Sign up for our SAFE Inter-ACT™: International
Anti-Human Trafficking Certification Training. This
training will equip you to educate your community
on human trafficking and apply current research and
evidence-based practices in your profession. Basic and
advanced training components are available. Contact
colin.lawrence@safechr.org to learn more.

Contact admin@safechr.org to receive updates and
Take Part in SAFE 2018: Third Annual
learn more about introducing the problem of human
Global Conference on Human Trafficking
trafficking to your community.
Leaders, volunteers, survivors, professionals, and
Contact drsandra@safechr.org to learn more about
experts
from around the world will gather together to
participating in the SAFE FREE training program.
confront current issues regarding human trafficking
Volunteer
and "Innovative Response to Migration, Conflict, and
We welcome volunteers with diverse backgrounds, War." Keynote speakers include Dr. Vincent Felitti,
skillsets, interests, and gifts.
Honorable Zoe Bakoko, and Marian Hatcher.
Contact leslie@safechr.org for general information
This forum will benefit from the involvement of
about volunteering with SAFECHR.
you and your community. You will benefit from netContact gordon@safechr.org to assist in our
working opportunities and the wide range of inforDevelopment and Grants team.
mation shared and received at the conference.
Contact ashley@safechr.org to learn how you can
Go to www.safechr.org/safe-2018-conference to
help in our fundraising efforts.
register for the conference and make a donation.
Stay up to date through social media:
@safechr

@_SAFECHR

@safecoalitionforhumanrights

DONATE!
9335 Calumet Ave. Ste. D Munster, IN 46321
Phone: 1-833-SAFECHR (723-3247)
Hotline: 312-998-2339 Fax: 219-513-9825
www.safechr.org
admin@safechr.org

The success of our work depends on the
generosity of donors.
Send a check to:
SAFE Coalition for Human Rights
9335 CALUMET AVE. STE D
MUNSTER, IN 46321
Donate online at www.safechr.org/donate
Donate to SAFECHR through Amazon Smile at
amazonsmile.com

